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NEW QUESTION: 1
According to research, which workplace changes are driving less
demand for space?
A. Sustained high unemployment rates
B. Technology. Marketing Factor, and Economy
C. Corporations reducing expenses in order to increase
dividends and stock buy-backs
D. One in five work from home, and 65.000 "Boomers" reach

retirement age each day
E. Energy Management. Environmental Sustainability.and
Technology
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command makes the shell variable named VARIABLE visible
to subshells?
A. export $VARIABLE
B. set $VARIABLE
C. export VARIABLE
D. env VARIABLE
E. set VARIABLE
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Section: Shells, Scripting and Data Management

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which device needs to be configured to allow Cisco Unified
Presence to receive phone availability updates from subscribed
users?
A. H.323 Trunk
B. Presence Gateway
C. SIP Cisco Unified Personal Communicator Gateway
D. MGCP Gateway
E. CTI Gateway
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the days before CIDR (Classless Internet Domain Routing),
networks were commonly organized by classes. Which of the
following would have been true of a Class B network?
A. The first two bits of the IP address would be set to one,
and the third bit set to zero.
B. The first bit of the IP address would be set to zero.
C. The first three bits of the IP address would be set to one.
D. The first bit of the IP address would be set to one and the
second bit set to zero.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Each Class B network address has a 16-bit network prefix, with
the two highest order bits set to 1-0.

The following answers are incorrect:
The first bit of the IP address would be set to zero. Is
incorrect because, this would be a Class A network address.
The first two bits of the IP address would be set to one, and
the third bit set to zero. Is incorrect because, this would be
a Class C network address.
The first three bits of the IP address would be set to one. Is
incorrect because, this is a distractor. Class D
&amp; E have the first three bits set to 1. Class D the 4th bit
is 0 and for Class E the 4th bit to 1.
Classless Internet Domain Routing (CIDR)
High Order bits are shown in bold below.
For Class A, the addresses are 0.0.0.0 - 127.255.255.255
The lowest Class A address is represented in binary as
00000000.00000000.0000000.00000000 For Class B networks, the
addresses are 128.0.0.0 - 191.255.255.255.
The lowest Class B address is represented in binary as
10000000.00000000.00000000.00000000 For Class C, the addresses
are 192.0.0.0 - 223.255.255.255
The lowest Class C address is represented in binary as
11000000.00000000.00000000.00000000 For Class D, the addresses
are 224.0.0.0 - 239.255.255.255 (Multicast)
The lowest Class D address is represented in binary as
11100000.00000000.00000000.00000000 For Class E, the addresses
are 240.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.255 (Reserved for future usage) The
lowest Class E address is represented in binary as
11110000.00000000.00000000.00000000 Classful IP Address Format
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